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Abstract— Estimating the configuration of a vehicle is cru-
cial for navigation. The most classical approaches are Kalman
filtering and Bayesian localization, often implemented via
particle filtering. This paper reports on-going experimentation
with an attractive alternative approach recently developed
and based on interval analysis. Contrary to classical Extended
Kalman Filtering, this approach allows global localization,
and contrary to Bayesian localization it provides guaranteed
results in the sense that a set is computed that contains all
of the configurations that are consistent with the data and
hypotheses. The approach is particularly robust to outliers.

Index Terms— Bounded-error estimation, interval analysis,
outliers, robust localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimating the configuration (position and orientation) of
a vehicle in a known environment is a crucial problem in
navigation. Most of the work published uses the same types
of proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors [1], namely
odometers for the former and ultrasonic or laser telemeters
for the latter. Localization usually alternates a prediction
phase and a correction (estimation) phase. Prediction in-
tegrates the odometric data according to a procedure that
is more or less always the same, contrary to estimation
which may be performed in very different ways. The most
commonly used methods are based on Kalman filtering [2],
[3] and Bayesian localization, using either a probability
grid [4], or particle filtering [5].

Kalman filtering [6] does not require a great amount
neither of computing power nor of memory but, in return,
cannot perform global localization and can only track one
configuration of the vehicle. Moreover, it diverges very
swiftly in presence of erroneous data (outliers) even using
methods developed to overcome some of its limitations
such as reported in [7]. Kalman filtering is therefore not
well adapted to situations where outliers are unavoidable.

As regards Bayesian localization techniques, they require
more computing power but provide more reliable estimated
configurations in complex, dynamic or badly mapped en-
vironments [4]. They have been reigning for the last few
years and much work is still going on to improve them,
especially Monte Carlo localization [8]. These methods
evaluate the probability for a vehicle to be in a given

region of a mapped environment but nothing ensures that
the vehicle is indeed in the configuration with the highest
probability.

Alternative and less known methods have been de-
veloped for localization, such as those based on animat
research [9] or bounded-error state estimation [10], which
is studied here.

In bounded-error state estimation, all model and mea-
surement errors are assumed to be bounded, with known
bounds. Then, at each time instant, the bounded-error re-
cursive state estimator provides a set containing all possible
configurations of the vehicle given the measurements and
noise bounds. The methodology has now been in existence
for quite some time but had so far proved its feasibility in
simulations [10]. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate
that it can be made operational on an actual vehicle.

In the following sections, we first briefly describe the
vehicle architecture and the models used. Next, bounded-
error localization is presented and some experimental re-
sults based on this technique are reported.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A. The vehicle

To facilitate testing, we designed a generic mobile robot
called Minitruck, which had to be light and small.

As some localization algorithms, like bounded-error
localization considered here, require a lot of computing
power (not easily implementable on board), a client-server
architecture with a powerful distant workstation was cho-
sen. This architecture also makes it possible to deport the
task of path planning and control to a distant computer or
operator.

Minitruck is built on the mechanical base of a vehicle
model with a 50 cm length and 25 cm width. Its motion
is measured by two incremental coders mounted on each
rear wheel which give a millimeter-length accuracy.

The exteroceptive sensors, a ring of ten ultrasonic mod-
ules (sonars), are located as indicated on Fig. 1. Up to
sixteen sensors can be accommodated. Experimentation in
various conditions showed that the sonars are blind below
3 cm and that their maximum sensing distance is 6 m.



Fig. 1. Location of the sensors and uncertainty of the sonar measurements

Their relative uncertainty ∆d is taken as 0.03×d and their
opening angle 2γ is taken as 45◦.

B. Map, odometric and sensor models of Minitruck

A 2D world map M of the environment is considered.
Walls and obstacles are described by polygons.

The vehicle configuration in the global frame is denoted
by x = (xc, yc, θc)T where (xc, yc) are the coordinates
of the middle O of the segment joining the two steering
wheels and θc specifies the orientation of a local frame
attached to the vehicle with respect to the global frame. A
nonlinear discrete-time state-space model is considered to
describe the evolution of the configuration xk of Minitruck

xk+1 = g(xk,uk,vk), (1)

where uk is a known two-dimensional control vector,
assumed constant between the times indexed by k and
k + 1 and vk is an unknown state perturbation vector that
accounts for the uncertain description of reality by this
model.

The vehicle model is a discrete approximation of a con-
tinuous time model with integration by finite differences.
The control inputs are the angle of the two front wheels in
the vehicle frame and the mean speed of the rear wheels.
The motion ωr and ω� of the right and left rear wheels are
measured by incremental coders during each time period
δt. These motions can be translated into the incremental
longitudinal motion δs and rotational motion δθ as

δs =
δr + δ�

2
and δθ =

δr − δ�

2(e + ∆e)
, (2)

where δr = (R + ∆R)ωr and δ� = (R + ∆R)ω� are
the displacements of the right and left rear wheels, R is
the radius of a rear wheel and 2e is the distance between
these two wheels. The errors ∆R on R and ∆e on the
distance between wheels are the main causes of discrepancy
between the car and model behaviors so we shall assume
that vk = (∆R, ∆e)T.

To cancel the effect of the error between the desired
control input and its actual value when applied to the
vehicle, the input is taken as the motion of the rear wheels
uk = (ωr, ω�)T in the state equations describing the motion

of the vehicle, which can thus be described as follows

xk+1 = g (xk,uk,vk) (3)

=




xk + δs · cos(θk + δθ/2)
yk + δs · sin(θk + δθ/2)

θk + δθ.




To implement the estimation steps of all localization
algorithms, a model of the measurement process has to
be built. It is assumed that the wave emitted by a sonar
propagates inside a cone with aperture 2γ, and that the
distance reported by a given sonar corresponds to the
closest charted detectable obstacle at least partly located
in the emission cone [10], [11]. For any given configuration
x, it is then possible to compute the ns expected distances
ym(x), ns being the number of ultrasonic sensors, which
should match the ns actual distances y. The nonlinear
measurement equation is

yk = ym (xk) + wk (4)

where wk is the measurement noise vector.

III. BOUNDED-ERROR LOCALIZATION

USING INTERVAL ANALYSIS

A. Basic concepts of interval analysis

Interval analysis [12]–[14] allows computation with in-
tervals [x] = [x, x] and vector intervals or boxes [x] =
[x,x]. Arithmetical operations (+, −, * and /) and standard
mathematical functions readily extend to intervals. For
example, [2, 4] + [4, 5] = [6, 9] and exp ([0, 1]) = [1, e].
The width of an interval w ([x]) = x − x or of a box
w ([x]) = maxi=1...n w ([xi]) is used to quantify its size.

The notion of inclusion function is one of the most
important tool provided by interval analysis. An inclusion
function [f ] (.) of a given function f (.) defined over D ⊂
R is an interval-valued function that satisfies

∀ [x] ⊂ D, f ([x]) ⊂ [f ] ([x]) , (5)

where f ([x]) denotes the set of all values taken by f (.)
over [x].

The simplest way to obtain an inclusion function is to
replace all real variables by interval ones and all real-valued
operators or elementary functions by their interval counter-
parts. The natural inclusion function is then obtained. For
example, the natural inclusion function for

f (x) = x3 − exp(x) + 1

is
[f ] ([x]) = [x]3 − exp ([x]) + 1.

For more details about inclusion functions, see, e.g., [14].
Outer-approximation of sets may be achieved by union

of non-overlapping boxes or subpavings. Subpavings com-
bined with direct image evaluation and inverse image eval-
uation algorithms are the building stones of the bounded-
error state estimation algorithm which will now be briefly
recalled.



B. Overview of bounded-error state estimation

All model and measurement errors (from odometers
and telemeters) are assumed bounded with known bounds.
At each time instant k, the bounded-error recursive state
estimator will provide a set Sk guaranteed to contain all
configurations of the vehicle that are consistent with the
information Ik available at time k (map, measurements,
error bounds), provided that the hypotheses on the error
bounds are not violated. More precisely Sk will be outer-
approximated by a subpaving [14]. Since all computed
subpavings may consist of many disconnected components,
multiple-configuration tracking which may be necessary
because of initial ambiguities due to local symmetries in
the environment, can be achieved using exactly the same
tools as single-configuration tracking. A consequence is
that no precise initial localization is required. Moreover, the
technique is easily tuned to become particularly robust to
outliers, which cannot be avoided when considering sonar
measurements, as mentioned in Section III-D.

Between time k and time k + 1, the control vector uk

is assumed available as well as a box [vk] guaranteed
to contain the perturbation vector vk in (1). At time
k+1, a vector yk of ns distance measurements is assumed
available, as well as a box [wk] guaranteed to contain the
vector wk of measurement noise in (4).

The problem to be treated is then to estimate xk in real
time from the information available up to time k, i.e.,

Ik =
{
S0, {ui,yi, [vi], [wi]}k

i=0

}
, (6)

where S0 is a (possibly very large) set guaranteed to
contain the initial vehicle configuration.

At each discrete time instant k, an outer approximation
of the set Sk of all values of the state that are consistent
with Ik will be computed. The procedure is recursive
and alternates a prediction phase, during which an outer
approximation Sk+1/k of the set Sk+1/k = g(Sk,uk, [vk])
of all xk+1 that are consistent with Ik is built using (1),
and a correction phase, during which Ik+1, which includes
the new data vector yk+1, is taken into account to update
Sk+1/k into Sk+1.

During prediction, Sk+1/k is computed as an outer ap-
proximation of the set g(Sk,uk, [vk]), which is guaranteed
to contain g(Sk,uk, [vk]), as Sk ⊂ Sk. During correction,
Sk+1 is computed as an outer approximation of

Sk+1 =
{
x ∈ Sk+1/k|ym(x) ∈ (yk − [wk])

}
(7)

= Sk+1/k ∩ y−1
m ([yk])

with [yk] = yk − [wk].
Prediction thus involves the computation of the direct

image of a set by the function g while correction involves
the computation of the image of a set by the inverse of the
function ym(x). All these steps may be implemented in an
approximate but guaranteed way by using interval analysis.
The resulting state estimator is a bounded-error nonlinear
counterpart to Kalman filtering [14].

Remark 1: Correlation between components of vk and
between components of wk could readily be taken into

account by bounding state perturbation and measurement
noise vectors in subpavings.

C. Prediction step

The direct image evaluation algorithm IMAGESP [14]
can be put at work during prediction to evaluate an outer
approximation Sk+1/k of the set g(Sk,uk, [vk]). This
is performed in three steps, provided that an inclusion
function for g is available.

First, the subpaving Sk is minced, i.e., all boxes of Sk

are bisected until their width is lower than some specified
precision parameter εI.

The image of all these boxes is then evaluated using the
inclusion function for g. According to (5) , the union of
all these images is guaranteed to contain g(Sk,uk, [vk].

Finally, all the images are merged to get a new subpaving
Sk+1/k .

The mincing allows a better estimation of the image to
be obtained. When εI gets smaller, an image subpaving
Sk+1/k gets closer (in the sense of the Hausdorf distance)
to Sk+1/k. The price to be paid is an increased computing
time.

D. Correction step

The correction step is implemented using the SIVIA

algorithm [14], which eliminates from Sk+1/k all config-
uration boxes that can be proved to be incompatible with
the measurements and noise bounds at time k + 1 to get
the subpaving Sk+1. In this case, an inclusion function
[ym] (.) for ym(.) is required. To all boxes [x] of Sk+1/k ,
the following tests are applied.

If [ym] ([x]) ⊂ [yk] , then according to (5) , for all
configurations x ∈ [x] , ym(x) ∈ [yk]. The vector x is
thus consistent with the measurements and noise bounds
and [x] can be stored in Sk+1.

If [ym] ([x])∩ [yk] = ∅, then, again according to (5) , for
all x ∈ [x] , ym(x) /∈ [yk] . Therefore, there is no x in [x]
that is consistent with the measurements and noise bounds
and thus [x] does not belong to Sk+1.

In all other cases, if w ([x]) is larger than some specified
precision parameter εS, it is bisected across its dimension
of larger width to get two subboxes on which the same
tests are applied again. If w ([x]) < εS, [x] is stored in
Sk+1.

For the ultrasonic range measurements, sometimes more
than 50% of the collected data may correspond to outliers.
One of the major sources of outliers is multiple reflections.
As a consequence, Sk+1 may very frequently turn out to be
empty. To solve this problem, a correction technique robust
to outliers has to be used in place of the basic correction
step.

Consider the interval consistency test for the i-th range
measurement defined as follows

[ti] ([x]) =




1 if [ym,i] ([x]) ⊂ [yk,i]
0 if [ym,i] ([x]) ∩ [yk,i] = ∅

[0, 1] otherwise



with [ym,i] ([x]) and [yk,i] representing the i-th component
of [ym] ([x]) and [yk] and the interval [0, 1] corresponding
to an inconclusive test. Then, if ns is the number of sonars,

ns∑
i=1

[ti] ([x]) = ns ⇔ [ym] ([x]) ⊂ [yk] ,

ns∑
i=1

[ti] ([x]) < ns ⇔ [ym] ([x]) ∩ [yk] = ∅.

More precisely,
∑ns

i=1 [ti] ([x]) � n implies that any x ∈
[x] , is consistent with at least n measurements among the
ns available.

The characterization of the set Sk+1 of all configurations
in Sk+1/k consistent with all measurements and noise
bounds can be relaxed to the characterization of the set
S

n

k+1 of all configurations in Sk+1/k that are consistent
with at least n measurements. One possible implementation
of the robust correction step will initialize n at ns and
decrease it until a nonempty set S

n

k+1 is obtained. To
increase robustness, more outliers than strictly necessary
may be tolerated to obtain a nonempty set. The price to be
paid for this enhanced robustness is a degradation of the
localization accuracy and an increase of the computational
complexity when more outliers than strictly necessary are
tolerated, as shown in the next section.

E. Complexity

This section provides a brief analysis of the evolution
of (worst-case) complexity with the various factors of the
localization technique considered here.

During the prediction step, the evaluation of the image
of each box resulting from mincing is the most time-
consuming computation achieved by IMAGESP. It is linear
with the number of boxes. This number depends on the
volume of the subpaving Sk and on the parameter εI. Since
the dimension of the state vector is three, division of εI by
2 entails a multiplication of the number of boxes by 23.

During the correction step, the most time-consuming
part is the simulation of the ultrasonic sensors. If the map
consists of nw segments, for each of the ns sensors at
most nw distances have to be computed. The complexity
of the simulation part is thus linear in both ns and nw. Set-
inversion with SIVIA is involved to obtain set estimates
for the three parameters characterizing the configuration of
Minitruck. The complexity of this technique is exponential
in the number of parameters [15]. Here, three parameters
only have to be estimated and the complexity remains
tractable. When there are outliers, a procedure is repeated
that is basically independent of the number of outliers,
assuming no outliers, one outlier, two outliers, etc., so
complexity is linear in the number of tolerated outliers.
In summary, the overall complexity is linear in the number
of outliers, in nw and in ns.

Some computing times for actual experiments are pro-
vided in Section IV-B.

Fig. 2. Minitruck in its environment

Fig. 3. Position of Minitruck as evaluated from odometric data alone

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate the ability of the bounded-error localization
technique to provide accurate estimates, even in presence
of outliers, three examples are considered. The model
uncertainties are taken as ∆R = 0.05R and ∆e = 0.05e
and include both measurements errors and wheel slipping.
For IMAGESP and SIVIA, the precision parameters εI and
εS are both taken equal to 5 cm.

A. Tracking using bounded-error state estimation

Fig. 3 represents the first experimental results, Minitruck
moved within a corridor of our laboratory at a speed of
10 cm/s (Fig. 2).

The curve in solid line, which represents the vehicle
trajectory as provided by the odometers, deviates from the
actual trajectory and crosses a wall. Such a localization
error is due to an error in the initial configuration, to
wheel slipping on the ground during the experiment and to
inaccurate values of the distance between the rear wheels
and of their diameter. On a twenty-meter course, the error
on the arrival point is almost of two meters.

Sonar measurements were collected each second. Unfor-
tunately, a large part of these data has to be considered as
erroneous and does not correspond to any charted element.
The presence of outliers is due not only to the uncertainty
of the results returned by the sensors but also to foreign
elements not represented on the map which were in the
field of the sensors at the time of measurements, such as
people walking in the corridor and uncharted elements.

Thus, the correction step should only consider the rele-
vant part of telemetric measurements, and be robust to the
presence of outliers. In average, about 20 to 30 % of the
measurements had to be considered as erroneous.

In this experiment, the initial configuration of Mini-
truck is only known to satisfy x ∈ [24 m, 25 m], y ∈



Fig. 4. Tube containing the projection onto the (X, Y )-plane of all
subpavings evaluated during the tracking of Minitruck by the bounded-
error state estimator

Fig. 5. Projections onto the (X, Y )-plane of seven subpavings

[0.0 m, 1.5 m] and θ ∈ [140◦, 200◦].
Fig. 4 represents the projection onto the (X, Y )-plane of

all subpavings obtained during the tracking of Minitruck,
starting from the initial uncertain configuration. All solu-
tion boxes were displayed. The path followed by Minitruck
is coarsely seen, the width of the tube obtained corresponds
to localization uncertainty. Sometimes, the uncertainty is
much decreased, due to asymmetry of the environment.

Fig. 5 displays the projection onto the (X, Y )-plane
of seven estimated configuration subpavings taken during
the tracking of Minitruck. Despite of the large amount of
erroneous data, a relatively precise localization is provided,
often with a precision of about 10 cm.

At the end of this experimentation, the final configuration
is well estimated (Table I). The actual configuration is
represented on Fig. 5 and contained in the last subpaving
provided.

These results show the ability of the bounded-error
localization technique to work in a real environment.

B. Global localization with local symmetries

Starting from a unknown initial configuration, the
bounded-error localization method is able to find where
Minitruck is, even when local symmetries complicate the
task, see Fig. 6.

The initial configurations box is 10 m long, 1.2 m large,
with an 180◦ uncertainty on orientation. The aim is here
to show the efficiency of the bounded-error estimator in
global localization.

The computing time is much larger than in the first
experiment for the first correction step (up to 6 seconds
in Fig. 6-1), as the set to be considered is large. After

TABLE I

ACTUAL CONFIGURATION AND BOX CONTAINING THE ESTIMATED

CONFIGURATION SUBPAVING PROVIDED BY THE BOUNDED-ERROR

LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUE

Actual configuration Estimated configuration
X (cm) 675 [663,688[
Y (cm) 104 [98, 107]
θ (deg) 176 [170, 177]

Fig. 6. Bounded-error state estimation with an unknown initial con-
figuration; the cross indicates the actual position. The circled numbers
correspond to different instants of time

Fig. 7. Computing time

this first correction step, many configurations were deemed
inconsistent with the data. A configuration was deemed
inconsistent and eliminated as soon as more data had to be
considered as outliers than the minimum required to obtain
a nonempty configuration set after correction. By deleting
the inconsistent configuration the subpaving reduced as in
Fig. 6-2 (the cross represents the actual configuration of
Minitruck). All boxes in the subpaving were then taken
into account for the next prediction and correction steps.
After the integration of more data provided by the sonars,
Fig. 6-3 shows that the solution subpaving consisted of
only seven disconnected components, each of which may
contain the actual configuration of Minitruck. Between
Fig. 6-4 and Fig. 6-7, the inconsistent configuration subsets
were eliminated, and the only surviving configuration set
was the one that contained the actual configuration. Most of
the configurations were eliminated when Minitruck passed
near obstacles corresponding to asymmetries of the map.
Fig. 6-8 displays the projection on the (X, Y )-plane of
the final subpaving, which contains the actual configuration
and has a size which is about the same as that obtained in
the previous experiment (see Section IV-A).

During four seconds of experimentation between steps 7



TABLE II

FINAL CONFIGURATION

Final config. Actual Predicted Estimated
X (cm) −4660 −4234 [−4668,−4650]
Y (cm) 847 919 [842, 865]
θ (deg) 88 47.2 [84, 93]

Actual initial
configuration

Actual final configuration

Predicted f
configuration

inal

X

Y

Fig. 8. Consequence of the sole use of odometric data

and 8, the computing time was measured. At this stage
of the experiment, the uncertainty is small. Results are
presented on Fig. 7. Correction phases correspond to the
peaks. Between each peak, about fifty predictions were
performed. For a four-second experimentation the total
computing time, on a 2 GHz Pentium IV processor, is less
than one second for the bounded-error localization method,
which allows real-time localization.

C. A longer experiment

During this third experiment, the vehicle followed a 45 m
trajectory. As could be expected, the cumulative odometric
errors were even more significant than for the first test, with
a discrepancy of more than 4 m between the predicted and
actual positions (see Table II and Fig. 8).

The results provided by the bounded-error method are
presented on Fig. 9.

A large room is present at the angle of the map, within
which the sonars become unable to provide any meaningful
measurements. This is why only prediction was performed
in this area. Despite this particularly difficult situation, the
state estimator remained capable of computing subpavings
that always contained the actual configuration. The final
configuration of the vehicle was very accurately computed
(see Table II).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we presented a robust localization method
based on a bounded-error technique and applied it to an
actual vehicle. The very noisy data provided by sonars
and odometers made the test-case particularly difficult and
informative.

The ability of the robust bounded-error estimator to cope
with many erroneous data provided by the sonars and
to obtain accurate estimates of the vehicle configuration
was demonstrated, even when the initial configuration of
the vehicle was totally unknown. Moreover, the local-
ization method has shown its ability to deal with many
disconnected subsets, corresponding to various localization
hypotheses.

Initial set
of positions

Final set
of positions

Large room

X

Y

Fig. 9. A few of the sets of positions obtained with the state estimator

Except in the initial steps, when the vehicle configuration
is too badly known, the method is compatible with real-
time applications. In order to deal with more complex maps
and large initial uncertainty, it may be useful to speed
up the bounded-error localization. This could easily be
achieved by precalculating the sonar simulated measure-
ments as in [4].

Bounded-error localization has now to be compared with
other approaches such as Bayesian localization which is
presently the most commonly used. This paper did not
address the topic of simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), where the potential of guaranteed computation
based on interval analysis should form the subject of future
studies.
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